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The Art & Science of JavaScriptSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
We've assembled seven of the greatest minds in modern JavaScript to teach you the most inspirational techniques you'll ever use. From creating impressive mashups and stunning, dynamic graphics, to more subtle user-experience enhancements, you're about to be amazed by the true potential of this powerful language.
  With an all star line-up of...
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Perspectives of Systems Informatics: 6th International Andrei Ershov Memorial Conference, PSI 2006, Novosibirsk, Russia, June 27-30, 2006Springer, 2007
This volume contains the final proceedings of the Sixth International Andrei Ershov Memorial Conference on Perspectives of System Informatics (PSI 2006), held in Akademgorodok (Novosibirsk, Russia), June 27-30, 2006.

The conference was held to honour the 75th anniversary of a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences Andrei Ershov...
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The Art and Business of Speech Recognition: Creating the Noble VoiceAddison Wesley, 2003
Most people have experienced an automated speech-recognition system when calling a company. Instead of prompting callers to choose an option by entering numbers, the system asks questions and understands spoken responses. With a more advanced application, callers may feel as if they're having a conversation with another person. Not only will the...
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Foundations in Evolutionary Cognitive NeuroscienceCambridge University Press, 2009
This book is an introduction to the emerging field of evolutionary cognitive neuroscience, a branch of neuroscience that combines the disciplines of evolutionary psychology and cognitive neuroscience. It outlines the application of cognitive neuroscientific methods (e.g., functional magnetic resonance imaging, transcranial magnetic stimulation,...
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Magento: Beginner's Guide - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a non-techie you might be a bit daunted at the thought of taking on an e-commerce system as powerful as Magento. But don't be - our guide makes it all so accessible with its user-friendly, absolute-beginner approach.

	
		Install, configure, and manage your own e-commerce store
	
		Extend and customize your...
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The Natural Pet Food Cookbook: Healthful Recipes for Dogs and CatsHowell Book House, 2007


	We are all familiar with the adage “You are what you eat.” Well, imagine how much more applicable that

	would be if we ate the same thing every day. That is the case with our four-legged companions. All of

	their nutrition comes from the food that we provide for them, and that puts a tremendous responsibility

	on us to...
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Starting Your Own Business: The Bestselling Guide to Planning and Building a Successful EnterpriseHow to Books, 2006

	Becoming a successful entrepreneur is not only a

	rewarding and self-fulfilling experience, it's also a

	tremendous amount of fun. Many people equate the

	term entrepreneur with multi-millionaires running international

	conglomerates. Yet traders just down the street

	from where you live who make their living from retailing,...
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Personality Not Included: Why Companies Lose Their Authenticity And How Great Brands Get it Back, Foreword by Guy KawasakiMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	The age of the faceless corporation is over. In the new business era of the twenty first century, great brands and products must evoke a dynamic personality in order to attract passionate customers. Although many organizations hide their personality behind layers of packaged messaging and advertising, social media guru and influencer Rohit...
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Personality Disorders in Modern LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A revision of the leading textbook on personality disorders by renowned expert Theodore Millon
"Personalities are like impressionistic paintings. At a distance, each person is ‘all of a piece’; up close, each is a bewildering complexity of moods, cognitions, and motives."
      –Theodore Millon      
...
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Handbook of Politics: State and Society in Global Perspective (Handbooks of Sociology and Social Research)Springer, 2009
Political sociology is the interdisciplinary study of power and the intersection of personality, society and politics. The field also examines how the political process is affected by major social trends as well as exploring how social policies are altered by various social forces.

Political sociologists increasingly use a wide variety...
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Creativity: Understanding Innovation in Problem Solving, Science, Invention, and the ArtsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	How cognitive psychology explains human creativity

	

	Conventional wisdom holds that creativity is a mysterious quality present in a select few individuals. The rest of us, the common view goes, can only stand in awe of great creative achievements: we could never paint Guernica or devise the structure of the DNA molecule because...
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Forex Shockwave AnalysisMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	More than $2 trillion is traded in the foreign exchange every day, and many experts believe this figure will double in the next five years. Fortunately for spot currency traders, the high-volume periods in this market are predictably moved by information released from government and informational agencies, typically on Wednesdays and Fridays...
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